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FIGHTING IMPAIRED DRIVING IN D.C.:
A RESPONSE TO D.C. DISTURBIA'
By Mkelissa Shear, Traffic Safety Resource
Prosecutor, Office of the Attorney Generalforthe
Districtof Columbia

most three times the "per se" impairment level
and he also had amphetamines in his system.
At the hospital, doctors determine you and
your friend are lucky to be alive but sustained
substantial physical injuries, including fractured bones, a concussion, torn ligaments, and
head lacerations. Additionally, you both also
suffer extreme emotional and financial injuries.
Needless to say, the events of that day forever
change your life.

This article is a response to D. C. DUI
Disturbia:The Intended Policy and Its Explosive
These are the facts from an actual, reEffects,; published by the CriminalLaw Praccent driving under the influence ("DUI") case
titioner in its Fall 2013 issue. It discusses the
in the District and are unfortunately similar to
District of Columbia's newly enacted impaired
other impaired driving cases here and around
driving laws and accompanying enforcement

the country. Driving while impaired by alcohol
and/or drug(s) is serious business. In 2012, the
Disturbia (the "article"). At the Office of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Attorney General, we are proud that we have
("NHTSA") reported that over io,ooo people
a "zero tolerance" policy concerning impaired
were killed nationwide as a result of an imdriving and we will continue to work with our
paired driver.4 This statistic amounts to nearly
law enforcement partners towards our goal of
one third of all traffic related fatalities and does
zero deaths and injuries.
not account for the non-fatal physical and emotional injuries and property damage caused
I. Impaired Driving:
by impaired drivers. In the District, between
Consequences & Reality
policy and clarifies points made in D.C. DUI

October
Imagine standing on the sidewalk, waiting with a friend for the traffic light to change
before crossing the street. Out of nowhere,
an SUV jumps the curb, strikes you and your
friend and then flees the scene before crashing into two parked cars. Police respond to the
scene to investigate the driver and EMS arrives
to take you and. your friend to the hospital. The
police investigation determines that the driver
was under the influence of alcohol and drugs.
The driver's alcohol concentration level was al1
This article is submitted on behalf of the Office of
the Attorney General for the District of Columbia, Attorney
General Irvin B. Nathan. Ms. Shear would like to acknowledge the drafting assistance of Assistant Attorneys General
Connaught O'Connor; Whitney Stoebner, Dave Rosenthal, M.
Kimberly Brown, and Deputy Attorney General Andrew Fois.
2
Monika Mastellone, D.C. Disturbia: The Intended
Policy andIts Explosive Effects, CRIMINAL LAw PRACTITIONER,

Fall 2013.
The Office of the Attorney General for the District of
3
Columbia ("OAG") prosecutes all impaired driving offenses in
the District except those that result in death which are prosecuted by the United States Attorney's Office for the District
of Columbia.

https://digitalcommons.wcl.american.edu/clp/vol2/iss1/11

2012

and September

2013,

139 people

were injured in crashes involving a driver with
a blood/breath alcohol concentration ("BAC")
level of .o8g/ioo ml of blood/2io L of breath, or
higher." Of the 5 traffic fatalities in the District
during that timeframe, four were the result of a
driver with a BAC of .o8 or higher.' Even more
telling, research indicates that first time offenders drive impaired at least 8o times before they
are arrested for an impaired driving offense.7

NHTSA's National Center for Statistics and Analy4
sis, Traffic Safety Facts 2012 Data, (Dec. 2013), available at
http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/811870.pdf.
5
District of Columbia Highway Safety Office,
FY2013 Annual Report (Dec. 31, 2013), available at http://
ddot-hso.com/ddot/hso/documents/Publications/Annual%/o20
Report/2013/FY20130%o2OAnnual%/o2OReport.pdf.
Id.
6
MADD, Ignition Interlocks Save Lives (Apr. 2014),
7
available at http://www.madd.org/laws/law-overview/DraftIgnition Interlocks for allOffenders Overview.pdf.
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II. Addressing Impaired Driving
in the District
Each year, approximately 2,000 impaired
driving cases are presented to the Office of
the Attorney General ("OAG") for prosecution. The volume and seriousness of impaired
driving offenses demonstrates a public safety
concern to which significant efforts are rightly
directed. High visibility police enforcement,'
increased impaired driving detection training
for police officers, saturation patrols, sobriety
check points, national initiatives like NHTSA's
bi-annual "Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over"
campaign, the Washington Regional Alcohol
Program's ("WRAP") SoberRide9 program,
and a vast District-wide public transit system,
all serve to ensure that citizens and visitors re-

propriate higher maximum penalties for firsttime impaired drivers," additional mandatory
minimum sentences, and more severe mandatory minimum sentences for repeat offenders,1
drivers with high alcohol-concentration levels,
drivers impaired by specific drugs,, cab drivers,
and impaired drivers who operate their vehicles with children in the car.
With the tools available to law enforcement to detect impaired drivers and remove
them from the District's roads, community resources available to provide alternative modes
of transportation, and tighter laws to deter potential offenders and punish offenders, wouldbe impaired drivers should be on notice that
if they risk driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, they will be detected, arrested

main safe in the District, and to provide potential impaired drivers alternative methods of
transportation home.

and prosecuted. On the other hand, despite
the article's claim, unimpaired and sober drivers have nothing to fear.

In 2012, Mayor Vincent Gray submitted
the "Comprehensive Impaired Driving and
Alcohol Testing Program Amendment Act of
2012" to the D.C. Council to further advance the
fight against impaired driving in the District.An Emergency version of the law was enacted
in July 2012. The legislation provided for ap-

11
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.13 (2013).
12
Id.
Id.
13
14
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.13 (4) (2013) (mandating a 15-day mandatory-minimum term of incarceration if
the person's blood or urine contains a Schedule I chemical or
controlled substance as listed in § 48-902.04, Phencyclidine,
Cocaine, Methadone, Morphine, or one of its active metabolites or analogs). The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
reported 51 traffic related deaths it investigated in calendar
year 2011; toxicology analysis was conducted in 44 cases. Of

8
Driving Safety: Enforcement & Justice Service,
NAT'L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN, http://www.nhtsa.gov/
Driving+Safety/Enforcement+&+Justice+Services/HVE.
9
SoberRide provides free cab rides home for wouldbe impaired drivers on high risk holidays such as Halloween,
New Year's Eve, and St. Patrick's Day. Since 1993, SoberRide has provided over 60,000 free cab rides home to potential
impaired drivers. Most recently, over the 2014 St. Patrick's

those 44 cases, 26 cases (59%), were positive for drugs. See

Government of the District of Columbia, Office of the Chief
Medical Examiner Annual Report (2011). http://ocme.dc.gov/
sites/default/files/dc/sites/ocme/publication/attachments/Annual%20Report%202011%20ARO.pdf.
15
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.18 (2013). Motor vehicle
Day holiday, SoberRide provided 112 free cab rides.
crashes are the number one cause of death for children ages
10
Mayor Vincent C. Gray Signs Bills Enhancing
3-14 in the United States. http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/
Enforcement oflmpaired-DrivingLaws, EXEC. OFFICE OF THE
Pubs/811767.pdf. In 2011, 226 children were killed in imMAYOR (Jan. 9, 2013), http://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayorpaired driving crashes. Of those 226 child deaths, 122 (54%)
vincent-c-gray-signs-bills-enhancing-enforcement-impairedwere riding with the impaired driver. Statistics, MADD, http://
driving-laws.
www.madd.org/statistics/.
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In the District, a DUI charge can be proven in either of two related but alternative ways."
The District must prove that the individual operated a motor vehicle either while "intoxicated" or while "under the influence" of alcohol,
any drug or any combination thereof.'7 A person is intoxicated under the law if his blood,
breath, or urine alcohol concentration levels
are at or above a "per se" amount - .o 8 g/21oL
of breath or oo ml of blood or .iog/iooml of
urine.'8
Note
tt

it is a "pr

se" level not a
"legal limit."
Persons who
blood,
have
breath,
or
urine alcohol
concentration
levels
below
th.e per se level may still be
guilty of "driving under the
influence."

to realize, therefore, that people who operate a
vehicle below the per se level may still be driving while impaired by alcohol or by a combination of alcohol and one or more drugs. There is
no "legal limit" below which it is always legal to
drive; testing below the per se level for intoxication does not prove the driver had no impairment from the effects of alcohol or drugs. It is
illegal to drive after consuming any amount of
alcohol or drugs that is sufficient for another
person to be
able to perceive or notice
the
effects.

MPD and oth-

lNE

Alternatively, to be guilty of driving under the influence, the government must prove
that the driver's ability to operate the vehicle
was impaired to a degree that can be perceived
or n.oticed.'9 A blood, breath, or urine alcohol
concentration level may be available as an additional piece of evidence for the fact finder
to consider, but is not required to prove that a
person was impaired by alcohol and/or drug(s).
Moreover, a significant number of drivers refuse to submit to chemical testing, or agree to
submit to testing, but the alcohol concentration
level is below the per se level. It is important
16
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.11 (2013).
Id.
17
18
The per se level is .04g/210L of breath for drivers of
commercial vehicles.
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.01(8) (2013); see also
19
Criminal Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia,
Instruction 6.400 DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
(2013); Taylor v. District of Columbia, 49 A.3d 1259 (D.C.
Cir. 2012) (citing Poulnot v. District of Columbia, 608 A.2d
134 (D.C. Cir. 1992)).
https://digitalcommons.wcl.american.edu/clp/vol2/iss1/11

agencies
er
enforce
that

law and OAG

prosecutes

it.
This is as it
should be.

When determining if there
is enough evidence for probable cause for an arrest the police focus on the totality of the circumstances.
Police officers or lay persons rely on observations to determine if a person is under the influence. Evidence of a driver's impairment can
be established in a variety of ways, including,
but not limited to Standardized Field Sobriety
Tests ("SFSTs")." SFSTs, however, are not the
only evidence upon which officers rely when
determining whether a driver is under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Officers often rely on any number of
driving behaviors in forming reasonable, articulable suspicion to conduct a traffic stop. For
example, weaving within the travel lane might
indicate that an impaired driver is on the road.
Failing to utilize headlights when driving at
20
See NHTSA DWI Detection and Standardized Field
Sobriety Testing (2006) available at http://www.tdcaa.com/
sites/default/files/page/NHTSA%20SFST%20Student%20
Manual%20200608.pdf. [hereinafter NHTSA Manual].
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night or driving on the wrong side of the road
might also be indicators. Once the officer alerts
the driver to pull over, additional indicators of
impairment might be displayed during the stop.
For example, a suspected impaired driver might
not pull over right away, might have a slow response to the officer's signal, might stop suddenly, or may even strike the curb. Of course,
poor driving in and of itself will not lead to a
DUI arrest or charge.
Once the traffic stop has occurred, however, the officer may make additional observations that provide indications of impairment.
Officers may see a driver's bloodshot eyes,
open containers of alcohol inside the vehicle,
or fumbling to locate the vehicle and driver
Officers may also
identification materials.
hear a driver's slurred speech or admissions
to drinking alcoholic beverages or ingesting
drugs. Furthermore, officers may smell odors
of alcoholic beverage coming from the driver's
breath or odors of drugs, such as marijuana or
phencyclidine ("PCP"). The officer may also
ask the driver to complete divided attention
tasks, such as simultaneously asking a driver to
provide his license and registration or asking
questions about the date and time or where the
driver is coming from or headed to. Moreover,
drivers inder the influence of certain types of
drugs, like PCP, may exhibit distinctive behaviors. The observations of impairment, cornbined with lack of medical impairment indicators, may lead an officer to suspect a driver is
under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs.
Officers may also ask drivers to perform SFSTs. The SFSTs administered nationiwide bv trained law enforcement officers
are comprised of a series of tests, including an
eye examination, the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus ("HGN") test and two divided attention
tests, the Walk and Turn ("WAT") and One Leg
Stand ("OLS" tests that, when administered
and evaluated in a standardized manner, allow
trained law enforcement to observe validated
indicators of a subject's impairment.
IGN refers to the involUntary

jerking as

the eyes gaze from side to side. Alcohol and
certain types of drugs cause IHIGN. Each eye is
tested in three different ways, each displaying
nystagmus or not, for a total of six clues. When
administered correctly, the test showed a 77%
accuracy for detecting a subject's BAC level
at a .io or higher.21 The two divided attention
tests, the WAT and OLS, are also administered
to test a driver's psychomotor skills22 because

the ability to divide one's attention is essential
when operating a motor vehicle safely. Drivers
must simultaneously control steering, acceleration and braking while reacting to the change
in roadway conditions and manipulating the
various controls inside the vehicle and possibly communicating with passengers and processing other distractions. Alcohol and certain
drugs can impair a driver's ability to perform
divided attention tasks. When administered
correctly, the WAT and OLS tests showed a
68% and 65% accuracy respectively for detecting a subject's BAC level at a .io or higher.!3
It is possible to administer a roadside
breath test as suggested in D.C DUIDisturbia.
In the District, however, such tests are not admissible at trial because of their limited reli21
See NHTSA Manual, Session VIII, (citing Colorado
Department of Transportation, A Colorado Validation Study
of the StandardizedFieldSobriety Test (SFST) Battery, NAT'L
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN (Nov. 1995), available at
http://www.drugdetection.net/NHTSA%/`20docs/Bums%/`20
Colorado%20Study.pdf); A Florida Validation Study of the
StandardizedField Sobriety Test (S.FS. T) Battery, NAT'L
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN (1997), available at http://
www.duianswer.com/library/1997 FloridaValidation Study
of SFST
Burns
Dioquino.pdf; Jack Stuster & Marcelline Burns, Validation of the StandardizedField Sobriety Test
Battery at BA Cs Below .10 Percent, NAT'L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC
SAFETY ADMIN (Aug. 1998), http://www.drugdetection.net/
NHTSA%20docs/Burns%2OValidation%20fo20SFS T % 20
at%20BAC%20below%200.10%20percent%2OSan%2ODiego.
pdf.
22
When administering the WAT test, the driver may
exhibit one of more of the following: inability to maintain
balance while listening to instructions, starting the test too
soon, stopping walking, inability to touch heel to toe, stepping
off the line, using arms for balance, executing improper turns
or taking the incorrect number of steps. When administering
the OLS test, officers may observe that the driver: sways while
balancing, uses his arms to balance, hops, or puts a foot down.
23
See NHSTA Manual, Session VIII.
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ability and are thus not routinely used. 4 Tie
breath test regulations referenced in the article
pertain to evidentiary breath tests administered at the police station after drivers are arrested and informed of their rights. The carefully certified instruments required for these
tests should not be carried in squad cars and
administered by patrol officers at the scene.
Based on all of the observations of impairment, an officer must make a determination
if probable cause exists to arrest the driver for
DUI. If the driver is placed under arrest for an
impaired driving offense, he is typically transported to a police station for chemical testing to

impairment theory. Impairment is affected by
the individualized physical characteristics of
the driver. Accordingly, some individuals with
alcohol concentration levels well above the per
se level may have high alcohol tolerance and,
therefore, still not display observable evidence
of impairment. Others with alcohol levels well
below that amount are nevertheless unable to
safely operate a motor vehicle.
In low or zero alcohol concentration
level cases, a rebuttable presumption exists to
establish that the defendant was not under the
influence of alcohol2 It then becomes the government's job to overcome that presumption

with other evidence of impairment. According
to the National Transportation Safety Board,
most drivers experience a decline in both cognitive and visual functions by .o5 BAC,21 signifi.cantly increasing the risk of a serious crash.9
Recent evidence found, for example, that even
As discussed above, prosecutions for one alcoholic drink was enough to impair the
DUI[ can proceed on two different bases: a driving skills of older drivers aged 55 to 7o.so
"per se" violation and/or demonstration of
Moreover, an alcohol concentration level
impairment." For a "per se" case, an alcohol
se
level,
not
always directly reflect a driver's impairthe
per
may
above
at
or
level
concentration
alone is sufficient to prove DUI. For impair- ment level if a driver may also have consumed
ment cases, the government must show that drugs. The law in the District broadly defines
the person was under the influence of alcohol drugs to include drugs like PCP and other
and/or drug(s) to a degree able to be perceived commonly considered illicit substances, as well
or noticed. An alcohol concentration level, as prescription and non-prescription medicahowever, is not necessarily indicative of one's 27
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.51 (2013).
degree of impairment when proceeding on an 28
.05g/210L breath and/or .05g/100ml of blood.

determine an alcohol concentration level. The
driver is informed of his rights under the D.C.
Implied Consent Act and, if he afterwards consents, submits to testing by providing a sample
of his blood, breath, or urine.

See D.C. Code §50-2201(b-1) (1) et. seq. Although
24
the United States Park Police ("USPP") utilizes RBTs, neither
the Metropolitan Police Department ("MPD") nor the United
States Capitol Police ("USCP") currently use them.
See D.C. Code §§ 50-2206.52 and 50-1904.02
25
(2013).
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.01 (2013).
26
https://digitalcommons.wcl.american.edu/clp/vol2/iss1/11

Nat'l Transp. Safety Bd, NTSB Unveils Interventions
29
to Reach Zero Alcohol-Impaired Crashes (May 2014), http://
www.ntsb.gov/news/2013/130514.html.
30
Mary B. Marcus, Older DriversMay be Impaired
After Just One Drink, CBS NEWS (Mar. 21, 2014), http://www.
cbsnews.com/news/older-drivers-may-be-impaired-after-justone-drink/.
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tions, and the impairing chemical substances
found in inhalants." The rebuttable presumption of lack of impairment does not apply if
there is evidence of drug use.1 It is not uncom-

About the AUTHOR

mon, for example, for a person to drive after either smoking marijuana or taking prescription
or over-the-counter medication in addition to
having a drink or two. While the person's alcohol concentration level may be low, they are
clearly impaired and should not be driving in
the District.
In response, the article shows little faith
in the checks and balances present in all phases of a criminal case, from arrest to conviction,
which prevent overzealous enforcement or
prosecution. An arrest for an impaired driving
offense in the District must be based on probable cause and a prosecution must not proceed
unless the prosecutor knows that the charge is
sufficiently supported by the evidence to establish aprimafacieshowing of guilt. A prosecutor's ethical duties require as much." In addition, of course, a defendant must plead guilty,
or a neutral judicial officer orjury must find the
defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt,
in order for a conviction to result. Therefore,
the article's claim that the "D.C. criminal justice system has allowed for arrests, charges,
and even convictions of drivers who were ei-

ther driving within the legal limit, or who were
not under any influence of alcohol (or drugs) at
all"'4 could not be further from the truth.

The lives and safety of sober drivers,
passengers and others are vulnerable to the
menace of impaired drivers. District streets are
safer because police officers actively seek out
these drivers and remove them from behind the
wheel as well as prosecutors who fight for justice every day in these cases. Due to the danger
they pose, anyone driving while impaired risks

Melissa Shear is an Assistant Attorney General with the Office of the Attorney General,
for the District of Columbia. Since 2010, Ms.
Shear has served as the District's Traffic Safety
Resource Prosecutor (TSRP) and focuses her
work on impaired driving prosecutions. Ms.
Shear graduated from Indiana

Univ ersity

with

a dual Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology
and Criminal Justice, and received her law degree from New York Law School.

arrest, prosecution, and a criminal conviction.

31
See D.C. Code § 50-2206.01 (6) (2013).
32
See D. C. Code § 50-2206.51 (2013).
33
See D.C. Rules of Prof'l Conduct R 3.8(b) Special
Responsibilities of a Prosecutor.
34
Mastellone, supra n. 2, at 71.
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